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THE FOLLOW
every print tells a story



EVERY PRINT TELLS A STORY 

THE FOLLOW is an LA-based design studio bringing art 

to life with luxury interior and lifestyle goods.

Each print is based on a different collection of fine 

art photographs.

Each design tells a tale of its own.

made with LOVE



WALLPAPERS

THE FOLLOW fuses a modern aesthetic with a distinctly 

traditional and artisanal flavor creating instantly 

recognizable wallpapers and textiles.

made with LOVE



“ My love knows no bounds so I wrote it all over the walls.”

#LOVE

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 



“These beautiful Lilies, a gift from you, I wanted them to last forever.”

LILIES

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 
nude

duck egg sage

white



“Driving fast on the freeway in the dead of  night.Lights from the passing cars leave trails in 
their wake.”

LAVA

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 omni white per sq/ft | $18.95 silver canans 

 

pinkbrown               



WATER

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

blue

“Under the trees,
 a small stream, our bare feet.

Splish Splash.”

pink

blue



“A small park in the middle of  London, white sky and pale brown branches are keeping me 
company.

”

BROWNSUGAR

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft



“Walking through the canyon, sun setting and a light breeze blowing through the long grass. 
Caifornia Dreaming.”

CANYON #1

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 



COTTONBALLS

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertica

$15 per sq/ft

'A tree where I like to sit and read is leaving these cute little balls of  cotton
all over the grass.'



“Timbuktu, most majestic of  cities, Shhhh...I can hear the stories in your walls.”

TIMBAKTU

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 omni white per sq/ft | $18.95 silver canans

 



WILDFLOWERS #2

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

“It’s spring again and walking down my street I can’t help but smile.
Little Flowers growing anywhere they can call home.”

sage

white



VINTAGE #2

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

“It’s Los Angeles in it’s golden age,
all sunshine,  and matinee idols in open top cars.

Our homage to the great designers of  the mid century....
with our own flavor of  course.'



VINTAGE #1

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

“Saturday afternoon,
matinee movies,

and Hollywoods golden era.”



LEAF

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

“I cannot resist collecting every fallen leaf  when they are all so beautiful.'



“It is a beautiful spring day, the kind of  day that I remember from childhood. I take a walk 
on the downs and watch the sun come up. I lie down under a tree and watch the rays through 

the branches.”

SUSSEX 2

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 



WILDFLOWERS

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

“Each spring on our street a tiny patch of  wildflowers grows, from out of  nowhere. It’s our 
very own secret garden.’’



STARBURST

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 omni white per sq/ft | $18.95 silver canans

 

“A hot summers day. We loll about under the sun,
feet dangling in the pool,watching

the light hit the water as the sun goes down”



“It is dusk in London, the sky is an unreal shade of  blue. Winter branches make beautiful 
patterns as we walk hand in hand through the park.”

DUSK

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 



'On a winters afternoon in New York we are walking through Central Park,
The sun is going down and the blackest of  branches are silhouetted against a winter sky.'

CENTRAL PARK 2014

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 

lavander

   -navy & cream

pink & black

teal



V1 | blue & silver

V2 | black & gold V2 | nude

V1 | blue & gold

V SERIES 

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$18.95 per sq/ft  | metallic gold $ silver

 

“A deliciously big and bold print that has its roots in the seventies.
Printed on brushed gold paper, this is sheer paper luxury.“



PALMS #1 PALMS #2

ROLL WIDTH   |   25” or 50”

REPEAT DIMENSIONS   |   25” wide  50” vertical

$15 per sq/ft

 
PALMS #2 | lavander

PALMS #1 | green PALMS #1 | black & cream

PALMS #2 | shadow

“The hot winds from Santa Ana have been blowing through LA all night. Now the streets are 
covered in palms. It is my favorite Los Angeles secret.“



PILLOWS

DENIM

Each pillow is individually made and finished by 

hand. No two pieces are the same.

Pictures shown are examples.

Available in three sizes.

small :   24 x 17 in  | price $ 350

medium :  30 X 30 in  | price $ 550

large :   40 X 40 in  | price $ 750

SILK

100% silk pillows with vintage fabric backs.

Digitally printed on silk charmeuse with original  

photographic artwork.

Available in three sizes.

small :   24 x 24 inches | price $ 600

large :   24 x 48 inches | price $ 1400

floor  :  54 x 54 inches | price $ 2000

made with LOVE



SILK PILLOW #SUSSEX

small :   24 x 24 inches | price $ 600

large :   24 x 48 inches | price $ 1400

floor  :  54 x 54 inches | price $ 2000

 

# KUAI

kuai



#GALAXY

#TIE DYE 

small :   24 x 17 in  | price $ 350

medium :  30 X 30 in  | price $ 550

large :   40 X 40 in  | price $ 750

 

small :   24 x 17 in  | price $ 350

medium :  30 X 30 in  | price $ 550

large :   40 X 40 in  | price $ 750

 

#TIE DYE



introduc t ion copy goes  here

If you have questions please 
contact us directly at:  info@
thefollowcollective.com

THANK YOU 

www.thefollowcollective.com

contact   : info@thefollowcollective.com

instagram : @the_follow_collective

instagram : @snapluxe

facebook  : The Follow 

For trade registration please email us to sign up as a member 

of the design industry. After application approval you will be 

able to place orders directly through us. 

made with LOVE


